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PERFORMAPEDIA
Audience-as-performer: identities, roles and experience as archive

On the 20th anniversary of the death of French philosopher Gilles Deleuze, several 
scholars noted that through his work, Deleuze concluded that the principal task of 
philosophy was to become ‘worthy of the event’. This raises the question of whether we 
can have a philosophy and by extension a politics adequate to the conditions of the event. 
For Deleuze, the event marks a rupture in the continuity of one’s historical experiences. 
Events are by definition untimely. An event is time ‘out of joint’.1 If Performance is an event, 
how does it un-make history? Where does it take place? On what ground is an invitation to 
perform accepted or declined? Not so long ago these were settled questions, but as the 
world entered the contemporary period of trans-national capital, labour mobility, and 
networked apparatus, orthodox answers have become unsatisfactory, misleading, and 
limiting in the 21st century. “Performance” as a theoretical category and as a practice has 
since exploded. It now comprises a panoply of genres ranging from Multimedia Theatre, 
Interactive Theatre, Simming, Intimate One-on-One Performances, Theatre Gaming, 
intercultural experiments, to Digital Performances, Internet Performances, and 
‘performance in everyday life’. The focus of my paper today is to critique specific claims of 
an emerging trope described as Performapedia, one which collapses the audience-actor 
dichotomy and consequently, the concomitant subject-object relationship inherent to 
theatre. Instead, it commissions the ‘labour’ of attendees of performance, and inquires 
about the interpenetration of the material of the ‘lived-everyday’ as performance. It invites 
Audience-as-performer, and teases into play the identities they bring/build, the tasks or 
roles they perform, and how the event’s experience takes shape as an archive.

This essay examines these questions through three events focussing on the performance 
of sleep that took place as part of DOWNTIME, and were performed in Berlin and New 
Delhi simultaneously in the winter of 2014. A week long series of invitations to participate, 



walk, visit, and investigate sleep in myriad ways, this project manufactured situations for 
people to experience and/or perform sleep, and directed them to create and contribute to a 
phenomenological archive of different sleep practices. Sleep has been understood to be 
the antithesis to Performance, yet this essay builds a critique of the interiority of immersion 
that this project forged; from architecture for sleep, sleep rituals, sleepers’ communities, 
economies centred around sleep, to the political capacity of contemporary sleep. I also 
employ this aforementioned project as a lens to reflect upon the three cornerstones of 
Performapedia - Invitation, Performance-Labour, and Residue in approaches to 
documentation it amasses. 

Section 1
SUMMON.INDUCE.CAUSE: THE WORK OF INVITATION TO PERFORM

While the excitement (and fear) of participatory performances amongst audiences is 
greater than ever, the invitation to participate is seldom given attention as a feature of 
performance, or an important element of practice in its own right. Events require that 
people prepare for them, and remember that an event changes character depending on 
how an invitation is made. As Gareth White states in Audience Participation in Theatre: 
Aesthetics of the Invitation, ‘The materials from which performance is made expand to 
include the participant's body and social being, with the participant's prior experience and 
expectations, and their embodied, affective response to the performance becoming of vital 
importance.’2 What is the process by which an audience member accepts or declines an 
invitation? And, how is this unrehearsed, spontaneous ’event’ different from life-as-we-live-
it? 

Let us look at the invitations of DOWNTIME events - 

For its first event titled SLEEP SURFERS, it invites thus -

‘Would you like to sleep like someone else? Would you like to author someone else’s 
sleep? Be a part of a special gathering of Sleep Surfers. You play the role of a visitor, 
visiting a temporary museum of sleep. Or, lend your sleep to a visitor for one night. Either 
way, you observe, you record, you encounter a different sleep for one night.’



Or, consider another invitation to the second event titles SLEEP WALK - 

‘Is there a survivor’s manual to sleeping in Delhi without money or shelter? A local sleep 
entrepreneur walks you through one of the many concealed, improvised sleeping places - 
performing a survivor's manual for finding a safe sleeping spot in Delhi.’

The third event SLEEP HOTEL invites -

‘Book your bed for the night, and immerse yourself in a networked environment. Co-Sleep 
with a participant in Berlin. Synchronise your sleep rhythms, manipulate each others 
dreams, posit sleep as protest.’

Invitations to these three events summon audiences to participate and perform an activity 
they carry out each night - Sleeping. Audiences are assumed to be the ‘experts’ here, but 
also made curious about different approaches to what they perform everyday. The 
invitation states clearly that while the activity of Sleeping will remain the main focus, the 
changing contexts in which it will be performed - in alien surrounding, in solitude, in public, 
with a partner, or with a community - will reveal a ‘hidden truth’ centered in the activity. 
Each of these invitations, whether it is to ‘sleep over at a stranger’s house’, or to ‘interview 
a homeless expert sleeper’, or to perform different sleeping practices offers a counter-
representational model based on everyday roles of being invited as a house guest, a 
museum-visitor, a tourist, interviewer, an amateur researcher, all simultaneously. The 
invitation of this event asserts a dynamic relationship between the sleeper and his/her 
environment, and involves concrete dealings with the space reserved for sleep - private, 
public, and networked. 

Instead of hurrying people into a space of fiction, with characters, narrative and a 
predetermined series of actions (however multiple and choice-ridden they may be), these 
invitations reference events that are practiced in everyday life, yet unscripted; the occasion 
of house parties, dinner invitations, city walks, travel co-passengers, museum visits, even 
emergency drills. They inform the inviter about the context of the event, and what they may 
expect, with little detail about the experiences they will encounter, but emphasising the 
eventfulness of Sleep as we-do-not-know-it. The invitations do not hint at a predetermined 
narrative (in so far as a rehearsed series of occurrences), and they seek to summon the 
participant's presence in whole - their social, political and solitary being, their expectations, 



and their immediate responses to the event. One thing is clear - by inviting people to 
perform themselves, the event collapses the audience-actor dichotomy and consequently, 
heralds the demise of the concomitant subject-object relationship inherent to theatre. 
There is no rehearsed event that will unfold in front of the audiences eyes; the ‘occurrence’ 
of the event being invoked (in this case, Sleeping) has happened since time immemorial. It 
attempts to re-contextualise the everyday activity of Sleeping.

Section 2
COMMISSIONING PERFORMANCE LABOUR - ECONOMY, ARCHITECTURE, 
EXPERTISE, AND THE PRECARITY OF SLEEPING BODIES 

What do we perform when we perform the everyday? Why should we enframe the 
everyday as performance? What is it that takes us out of ourselves, so to speak, so that 
the work of art leaves the domain of representation to become experience? I turn to 
Heideggers conceptualisation of praxical knowledge or handlability, as first developed in 
Being and Time (1927), which supports the argument that it is through the handling of 
materials, methods, tools and ideas in practice, that art (in this case performance) 
becomes experience. Thus it is at the level of the body that the work of art escapes from 
the frame of representationalism. For Heidegger, the drama of human existence is 
orientated around the possibilities that being-in-the-world throws up. We are thrown into 
the midst of life. In this ‘thrownness’, we are always already in the middle of possibility. 
Being in the middle of things, it is in use, not in consciousness, that we have access to 
things. In other words, we come to know the world theoretically, only after we have come 
to understand it through handling. This self-knowledge, this inner illumination, this 
understanding refuses the subject/object structure (Levinas 1996:23). This relation of care 
is not the relation of a knowing subject and an object known. It defies the logic of 
representationalism.

The first event at DOWNTIME, Sleep Surfing probed the relationship between sleep and 
private property. Sleep has become a private activity in recent history only. A solitary 
sleeper, deep in slumber nested in a bed, is a non-sight. It is perhaps for this reason that 
Sleep science took time to evolve; the increasing privacy around sleep made it 
inaccessible (perhaps uninteresting too?) for several reasons. Sleep Surfing sought to 
enter this intimate space. In Berlin and Delhi, ’Sleep Surfers’ (audience as visitors) were 



invited to perform a stranger’s sleep, while ‘sleep hosts’ (audience as hosts) were asked to 
author the surfer’s sleep. Sleep surfing opened with a public call for both ‘roles’, where 
people were encouraged to apply for either of the roles they were interested in performing 
for one night. 

Sleep Surfers gathered at a venue, from where they were transported to their assigned 
hosts’ addresses (none of the surfer-host pairs knew each other beforehand). These 
residences were carefully chosen places, each different from the other – these included a 
hostel, single occupancy, low-income housing, a new-mother’s home, a non-national’s 
apartment, high-income house - all spread across the length and breadth of the city. On 
reaching their assigned residence, the surfer was given a brief guided tour of the house by 
the host, followed by a detailed description of the routine sleep habits/rituals of the host 
that surfer was to meticulously follow (instructions were sent to both surfer and hosts 
beforehand). After carefully memorizing the routines of the hosts, the surfers retired to the 
bedrooms/couches/sleeping places of the hosts, and listened to an hour long audio track 
that had been handed to them earlier. The audio track contained a series of provocations – 
gestures and questions that the visitors were asked to respond to while lying in the host’s 
bed. 

The next morning all surfers and their hosts shared, discussed and archived their 
discoveries over a joint breakfast. One surfer had recorded the breathing pattern of his 
host on his mobile phone and then attempted to match his own breathing pattern to it while 
lying in the host’s bed, thereby creating an overlaid audio track – his aural residue of 
performing the sleeping body of the host. Another surfer recounted the strange rhythmicity 
of performing the sleep of a host who was the mother of a newborn child. Waking up every 
hour in a half asleep state to tend to the baby not only gave her the sensation of a 
patterned beat in her sleep (not dissimilar to Henri Lefebvre’s idea of rhythms as the 
founding bases of the sleeping body in Rythmanalysis (1992)) but also a sense of how the 
intermittent sleep became the dominant narrative of the surfer’s waking life during the day. 
Another surfer closely coursed through the books at the bookshelf in the host’s bedroom, 
trying to imagine and perform the different mindscapes the host inhabits every night. 

Each account reveals a different performance of sleep, the activation of heightened 
awareness around one’s own sleeping body, and residues of a differently charged 
relationship with sleep in general for that one night. The bedroom temporarily transmuted 



into a museum of sleep, populated daily by disparate artifacts and rituals, each tiny body 
and object-based gesture a specially charged member of an intensely personal inventory 
that the performer slowly attempted to enact and thereby unpack through the night. 

The second event in DOWNTIME, Sleep Walk, indexed the relationship between sleep 
and public property. Sleep Walk mapped the communal sleeping spaces in Delhi and 
Berlin by inviting an ‘expert’ to lead a guided walk. 

In Berlin, Hannah Alheim, a sleep researcher who is working on the history of sleep during 
the “long” 20th century in Germany and the US, conducted a lecture walk by inviting the 
audience inside a women’s hostel in central Berlin. She highlighted the relationship 
architecture and the interior arrangement of building had with its temporary inhabitants: 
single women who came to study, work or just visit the city, and needed to sleep. She 
spoke about how this building has been in existence for a hundred years, and how 
generations of female sleepers had generated a rich, layered history by leaving traces of 
objects, notes, and habits of their sleep. Its was the first time that male members of the 
public had access to the interiors of the building. 

The audience was later led to meet the proprietors of Savoir Beds in their showroom, a 
company that claims to produce one of the best (and costliest) sleep mattress in the world. 
According to their website, ‘(their mattress) combines ultimate softness with perfectly 
balanced support, and requires at least 120 hours of labour... Savoir Beds is not for 
everyone..’ Their mattresses are priced between 10,000 Euros - 1,00,000 Euros (as on 
July 2014). The showroom is usually accessible only on appointment, and it displays a 
documentation of the handcrafted mattress. A significant percentage of labour in their 
European factories comes from South East Asia (especially India), which lent a political 
charge for the Sleep Walk audience to visit the showroom in Berlin on the same evening 
as the Sleep Walk was held in Delhi. By inviting the audience inside their showroom, the 
proprietors performed an introduction to the luxury of sleeping, about sleep markets and 
their stake in the sleep economy, and offered the audience to sleep on their handcrafted 
mattresses for a while. 

While in New Delhi, Ranjit, a local sleep entrepreneur, was invited as an ‘expert’ to stage a 
guided walk for a group of audience under The Iron Bridge (100 years old, located in Old 
Delhi), where his group runs an informal sleep industry for 600-800 homeless sleepers. 



Ranjit performed a survivor's manual for finding a safe sleeping spot in Delhi. He shared 
his own experience of sleeping for years in improvised spaces, and narrativised the 
operation of the government and the local sleep ma:ia engaged with the formal and 
informal sleep industry in Delhi. Sleep figures as a potent socio-political force in the 
everyday lives of the post-colony. Sleep Walk was conducted for an hour, at dusk, just 
before the sleepers arrived.

Both ‘walks’ guided by experts in the filed, raised anxieties about spectatorship and 
performance. Questions of invading privacy and voyeurism were structured as part of the 
Walk. The entire routes was chosen in accordance to Ranjit’s and Hannah’s experience, 
research, memory and anecdotes. Ranjit spoke about improvisations and subversions that 
he and his cohort perform each day to make their surrounding more amenable to sleeping. 
Ranjit also weaved personal anecdotes that addressed issues of classist 
misrepresentation, what it means to ‘visit’ the disenfranchized, the circuits these kinds of 
‘events’ forge, and the ethical questions involved in the presence of audiences, people 
who’d never visit, had it not been for the occasion of this event. 

How can these staged walks become a knowledge building exercise? Sleep Walk 
proposed Ranjit and Hannah as experts on sleep strategies and the audience were 
posited as note-takers on a form of knowledge they did not have the wherewithal to 
access. Although the two sleep Walks enforced income and class gaps between the 
countries (Berlin the luxury of sleep, Delhi with the improvised sleep for homeless), Ranjit 
on one occasion also made it amply clear that the visiting party was not to perceive itself 
as a vector of any sort ‘aid’ for the people who sleep there (be it financial aid, or as Ranjit 
put it “sentimental help”.). The labour of performance - both of the guides, and of the 
audience present on site - brings the presence of the watcher within the site of the 
everyday event itself.

The third event of DOWNTIME, Sleep Hotel interrogated a wide panoply of sleep based 
practices within context of different contemporary digital networks. This multi-tiered event 
emerged from the research in how urban sleep has been altered by the myriad 
transformations in post-industrial societies. The previous two decades had witnessed the 
development of industrial time discipline, new patterns of travel, a heavily transformed 
soundcape, the spread of caffeine, the rise of universal schooling, changing medical 
conceptions of sleep, and most notably the onslaught of the entrance of electronic media 



into the home. What was being re-configured was our elemental understanding of 
wakefulness, and consonantly with it, our approach to the prostrate body overcome by 
sleep. Sleep Hotel was conceived as an endurance event, con:igured to test the 
relationship with sleep in the age of global capital, the armature of pharmaceutical 
wakefulness, and a 24/7 networked world. Audience was invited to participate and unpack 
what it meant to sleep in densely digitized world where pockets of downtime were 
drastically diminishing by the day. 

A complex structure called the Sleep Hotel was built – a façade made of twelve different 
‘beds’, with walls made of thickly clustered sound insulating mattresses.
 
Each ‘bed’ was connected to a counterpart in the other city (Delhi/Berlin). Each bed 
required the two partners, located halfway across the world, to perform a task that focused 
on one aspect of contemporary sleep today. Audiences immersed themselves in different 
sleep practices, and tasks around sleeping and sleeplessness, as they booked different 
beds through the night. Sleep Hotel was a night-long event, connecting participants in 
Berlin and Delhi for over 8 hours continuously. 

An itinerary of the beds is given in the table below. Each bed was accompanied by a more 
detailed instruction box, which nudged the participants into scripting and improvising their 
participation in the beds in carefully directed ways. 

BEDS TASKS & INSTRUCTIONS 

DRUG BED  
In the armature of pharmaceutical wakefulness and sleep inducing drugs, how do we 
begin to comprehend our body that is injected with drugs to keep it awake, or doused with 
pills to put it to sleep. Take a sleeping pill with your partner in the other city and explore the 
insides of an artificially induced sleep. 

DIAGNOSIS BED  
In an age of mass media and globalisation, do we all still sleep the same way, or has our 
sleep been fractured and altered to such an extent that there are as many disorders as 
there are ways of sleeping. Find out your diagnosis in the Diagnosis Bed. 



MOVIE BED  
The contemporary technological culture has impaired our sleep permanently. We go to 
sleep looking at electronic screens and wake to stare at them. Can we imagine an 
experience that may take place through a sleepless night without the surrounding 
electronic architecture? 

DREAM BED  
The marketplace now operates through every hour of the clock, pushing us into constant 
activity and bombarding us with images constantly. In this ocean of new and recycled 
images, does Sigmund Freud's analysis of dream images hold up anymore? 

INACTIVITY BED  
Sleep is a state of inactivity. It is a restorative withdrawal, in direct opposition to the ethics 
of rigorous labour of capitalism. Find out if sleep can be an act of resistance today. 

RECOLLECTION BED  
Put your partner to sleep through a lullaby of memories. Take a visit down your memory 
lane, make your childhood come alive, lull her/him to sleep. Ask for the same in return. 

SECRETS BED  
Most of us have a box full of objects, notes, photos from the past that is tucked underneath 
the bed. We visit it under the blanket of the night, privately. The bed guards this history of 
ours. This is where you get to discover another sleeper's mystery box. 

RECALL BED  
Do some images colonise our sleep more than others? Images have a capacity to burn our 
retinas, leading to afterimages. Discover which images burn you in this exercise in ‘power 
sleep’ in the Recall Bed. 

MUSIC BED  
Indian classical music has dedicated ragas that are to be sung and played during the night 
hours. Chopin created an elaborate collection of solo piano pieces called Nocturne. Do 
these express a need to articulate the experience of sleeping/night time, or are they meant 
to aid sleep? Make a sleep music playlist for your partner in the Music Bed. 



ROLE-PLAY BED  
We play many roles in bed. Sleep is a performance we indulge in every night. Whether we 
share a bed with a stranger, a partner, a friend, a parent, a sibling, we experience sleep in 
different ways. Explore the role you play in the Role Play Bed. 

MANIPULATION BED  
Are there any emerging strategies of control and surveilance of our sleep? Can our 
dreams be directed, manipulated and impaired? Lend your dream to an experiment in the 
Manipulation Bed. 

STORY BED  
Writers have written a diverse set of stories around the theme of sleep. You will find a 
small collection of these stories around you in the Story Bed. Read to each other; 
find sleep and a story. 

While the beds were designed as conceptual units each invoking one aspect of 
contemporary sleep experiences, some of the beds became laboratory-like spaces 
triggering complex intensely personal experiences for the participants. In Drug Bed, the 
participant in Berlin spoke of a traumatic personal history around the excessive 
consumption of sleeping pills in the past. She refused to take any of the sleeping pills on 
offer next to her bed. Instead she shared with her Indian counterpart her manic fear of ‘the 
pills’ and the constant morbid temptation to consume them in excess and slip into a slow 
languorous unending sleep. Her Delhi counterpart however had never consumed sleeping 
pills before this event and hurriedly had three in order to have a heightened experience of 
a sleep. The participant wasn’t aware however that the pill he was having was an 
ineffective placebo. Yet within a few minutes, the participant began complaining of a 
heaviness in the head, nausea, and a pressing need to lie down. This particular exchange 
(one among the many that this bed catalyzed) underscored not just the severe in:luence 
the pharmaceutical industry exercises in the basic relationships we share with our bodies, 
but the sheer traumatic imprints sleep-related experience can indelibly leave behind. 

In Recall Bed, people were shown particularly graphic pictures that leave strong visual 
imprints on the mind after seeing them. Participants were encouraged to go through the 
pictures and discuss them one by one with their partners in the other country within a 
given period of time. And then try and sleep for a fskypeixed amount of time, corroborated 



by an alarm clock kept next to them. In one instance, both the partners realised that both 
of them had dozed off and dreamt about exactly the same image. One particular image of 
a dead tree bark lying on the ground with a branch jutting out that oddly resembled an 
outstretched hand, had appeared in both the participants dreams during their short 15 min 
nap. On discussing this uncanny overlap, it emerged that the image reminded each` of 
them of different things that they were scared of individually (a scene from a horror :ilm for 
the Delhi participant, and a frightening part of a neighbourhood house during childhood for 
the Berlin participant). The short sleep in Recall Bed became for the participants an 
unlikely place for companionship – a mental-scape where the most intimate and closely 
guarded personal memory became coterminous for individuals who had never met before 
in their lives. 

What happens when artists share their labour to others? As Jen Harvey notes in Fair Play: 
Art, Performance and Neoliberalism, ‘Delegated performance offers audiences potentially 
expanded degrees of agency in making art and its meanings, enabling individual 
expressivity, extending to all participants the opportunity to be an artist and democratizing 
the role of artist.’3 But, and as he wonders, does delegated performance celebrate 
amateurism? Where much art simply invites its audiences to contemplate it and does not 
require people to interact, by contrast, art which delegates to its audiences often requires 
them to engage, negotiate and collaborate, and as Harvey puts it ‘to recalibrate their 
expectations about social interaction’. Audiences in this work are usually cast as 
performers simply because of their presence and not because of their expertise, 
profession or any other signification of status. In strict opposition, Natyasastra, the ancient 
sanskrit treaties on Performance proposes a different concept of the ‘emancipated 
spectator’ (if I may borrow Ranciere’s coinage temporarily). It delineates the idea of a 
Rasik, a special kind of spectator who appreciates the performance more, because she 
has cultivated a ‘taste’ for it. This spectator grasps the meaning of the performance more 
than a non-rasik, or a low-rasik, because she is acquainted with the vocabulary, the import, 
the community of performers and performance. While traditionally this site of classical 
performance denies entry points to spectators who are foreigners to the context and form, 
we can extract the idea of this ‘emancipated spectator’ as one who goes through a 
process of being acquainted with performance. In the vocabulary of the gaming world, this 
is refereed to as the lusory stage, which refers to the critical time the players take to get 
acquainted with the rule set of the gaming construct.    



Art and public policy theorist Randy Martin identifies in a slightly different context as ‘a 
medium for people to gather together to reflect on the very idea of being together’ (2006, 
p. 4). Group modelling in these art practices offers participants opportunities to explore the 
possibilities as well as the risks of the ‘networked society’ and at least to begin to model 
relations of shared, more equitable responsibility and care. In other words, this coming 
together may also provide a context in which the potential thrills of precariousness may be 
reflected upon. In The Personal Consequences of Work in the New Capitalism, Sennet 
argues for ’A more positive view of dependence, which would first of all challenge the 
commonplace opposition of dependence and independence’ (Sennett, 1998. p. 140), while 
recognising that people are necessarily interdependent.

Section 3
PERFORMANCE AS ARCHIVE - RESIDUE IN APPROACHES TO DOCUMENTATION

The modern archive has conventionally relied upon documents, art objects, and 
photographs to build on history – these objects themselves becoming the ‘historical’ (and 
the photographic the strongest claim to the ‘real’). In the age of Information, how do we 
look at forms of knowledge, and non-knowledge, that are not embraced by modern 
archival strategies? Theatre and Performance theorists have long argued that 
performance becomes something else whenever it is documented. Peggy Phelan once 
declared that ‘Performance cannot be saved, recorded, documented, or otherwise 
circulate in the representations of representations; once it does so it becomes something 
other than performance’. If the archiving a performance alerts its very central nature, is the 
reverse also invoked - Is the nature of archiving changed if the record of Performance 
enters its domain? Is there an in-between possible, where both Performance and Archive 
morph each other to reveal a liminal space? What could this space be like?

The idea of A Performapedia entails mobilizing experiential expertise as performative 
moments to better access areas of experience that remain relatively opaque within 
traditional social and critical theory. Performativity allows activating multi-sensorial 
epistemologies within act(s) of interactivity, that conversations within contemporary 
archival studies haven’t yet taken cognizance of.  The viewer, not the art object, is a site of 
conflicting material and cognitive agenda, capable of registering affects. Is not a viewer a 
work of Art? In this sense, Performapedia is an un-curatorial enterprise. A Performapedia 



event is an invitation, it is positioned as an incipient archival effort towards storing some of 
the residues of those epistemologies which inhabit the performative only. In a performative 
moment, the claim to truth gets made during the moment of ‘confrontation’, in conjunction 
with the threat of the interactive. Its ‘truths’ are predicated on its transience, and the 
‘history’ being created in this archive is always endemically mutating. A Performapedia, is a 
carefully curated arrangement of performatives, where the first attempt is to excavate the 
knowledge in gesture, to accept (or reject) the danger in encounter, and to trace the 
shifting shape of the archive itself.

The documentation of DOWNTIME project exists mostly digitally, in the form of audience 
interviews, videos, audio-conversations held over the digital connection, and photographs. 
Hundreds of hours of digital material is available where future audiences can listen and 
watch the original audiences participate in DOWNTIME. This very exhausting archive then 
can potentially generate further performances, where access and replay may result in new 
discoveries; the evidence of DOWNTIME, the forensics analysis of transgression in 
conversation or staging an act the took place in private, and also in uncovering what Adam 
Alston’s paper in this conference describes as the Errant Immersion, in which he attempts 
to expound on, ‘accidentally transgressive moments when an audience member strays off 
an immersive map without realising it, reading too well and taking too far an invitation to 
get involved.’
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